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WBP WSS320 Sunvisor with OEM light holes
Also available:
WBP WSS317 - upper fairing trim P168AC lights
WBP WSS318 - lower bumper insert (3/4” round amber LED lights)
WBP WSS319 - lower bumper insert (3/4” round amber clear LED lights)
WBP WSS321 - lower bumper insert (blank)
WBP WSS320 Sunvisor with OEM light holes
WBP WSS317 - upper fairing trim P168AC lights
WBP WSS318 - lower bumper insert (3/4” round amber LED lights)
Also available:
WBP WSS314 Bug deflector
WBP WSS312 Air intake grille
WBP WSS313 License plate holder
WBP WSS331 Grab handle accent
WBP WSS316 Upper fairing trim with P168A LED lights
WBP WSS336 Rear section, center fairing trim with etched 5700 XE logo
WBP WSS332 Rear chassis fairing panel with 3/4” round red LED lights
WBP WSS341 Lower bumper trim/Air dam

5700 XE

304 STAINLESS STEEL. HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.

WBP WSS315 Center post cover
WBP WSS314 Bug deflector
WBP WSS312 Air intake grille
WBP WSS313 License plate holder
WBP WSS331 Grab handle accent
WBP WSS316 Upper fairing trim with P168A LED lights
WBP WSS336 Rear section, center fairing trim with etched 5700 XE logo
WBP WSS332 Rear chassis fairing panel with 3/4” round red LED lights
WBP WSS341 Lower bumper trim/Air dam

Also available:
WBP WSS320 Sunvisor with OEM light holes
WBP WSS317 - upper fairing trim P168AC lights
WBP WSS318 - lower bumper insert (3/4” round amber LED lights)
WBP WSS319 - lower bumper insert (3/4” round amber clear LED lights)
WBP WSS321 - lower bumper insert (blank)
WBP WSS329 Door kick panels
WBP WSS330 Door kick panels, etched 5700 XE
WBP WSS334 Rear chassis fairing panel, plain
WBP WSS333 Rear chassis fairing panel with 3/4” round red clear LED lights
WBP WSS326 Rear section, center fairing trim, plain
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WBP WSS285 - 2012+ 4700 SFA Bug deflector grille surround
WBP WSS284 - 2012+ 4700 SBA Bug deflector grille surround
WBP WSS301 - 16” drop visor for 2011+ models with cab mounted mirrors (not shown)
WBP WSS323 - Grille guard upper and lower
WBP WSS304 - Bug deflector - side of hood mount
WBP WSS311 - Bug deflector - top of hood mount
WBP WSS324 - Chop top 4700/4800/4900 (1998+) with mirror cutout
WBP WSS325 - Chop top 4700/4800/4900 (1998+) no cutout

304 STAINLESS STEEL. HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.

WESTERN STAR®

4700

WBP WSS285 - 2012+ 4700 SFA Bug deflector grille surround
WBP WSS284 - 2012+ 4700 SBA Bug deflector grille surround
WBP WSS301 - 16” drop visor for 2011+ models with cab mounted mirrors (not shown)
WBP WSS323 - Grille guard upper and lower
WBP WSS304 - Bug deflector - side of hood mount
WBP WSS311 - Bug deflector - top of hood mount
WBP WSS324 - Chop top 4700/4800/4900 (1998+) with mirror cutout
WBP WSS325 - Chop top 4700/4800/4900 (1998+) no cutout

304 STAINLESS STEEL. HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.
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